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Chapter 4

In Vivo Measurements of an Improved
Tracheostoma Valve Based on Inhalation

by A.A. Geertsema, H.K. Schutte, G.J. Verkerke*

Abstract
An improved Inhalation TracheoStoma Valve (TSV) is designed to facilitate finger-
free tracheoesophageal speech. In contrast to existing models, the TSV closes by
means of strong inhalation (instead of exhalation) to reach the “speaking position”.
Inhaling air in this position is possible through a small one-way valve, thus allowing
unlimited phonation time. The device can be deliberately changed to the “breathing
position” by a fast expiration. Experimental setups are used to measure in vitro and
in vivo the performance of the Inhalation TSV. In patients, the Inhalation TSV is
compared with existing TSVs for the parameters; air volume to close TSVs,
speaking time of the TSVs and speaking volume of the TSVs. The device functions
well in physiological ranges, is optimally adjustable and is an improvement
regarding to existing devices. The Inhalation TSV makes inhalation in the
“speaking position” possible and saves up to 22% of the total exhalation volume for
speaking compared to existing TSVs.

                                                     
* Submitted to Annals of Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology.
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4.1 Introduction

As part of the rehabilitation treatment after laryngectomy, several laryngectomees
use a tracheostoma valve (TSV), which is placed on their tracheostoma (Fig.1).

These TSVs make finger-free speech possible; the tracheostoma can deliberately
be closed with this device, thus guiding air into the oesophagus through a shunt
valve between trachea and oesophagus. Soft tissue at the entrance of the
oesophagus (pseudoglottis) starts to vibrate and functions as new ’vocal folds’.

Since the introduction of the Blom-Singer TSV 1, several other TSVs have been
reported.2-7 All these TSVs are based on the mechanism of exhalation, which has
some disadvantages. Some air is already spent before phonation starts, as this
mechanism needs a strong exhalation for closure of the tracheostoma valve.
Furthermore, speaking position of the valve cannot be remained since inhalation
reopens the TSV again. To solve these problems, a new TSV was designed based
on Geertsema et al.8 In contrast to existing TSVs, this device was based on closing

tracheo-
stoma valve

Figure 1: Rehabilitation after laryngectomy with shunt valve and tracheostoma valve.
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by inhalation, thus saving air for phonation. An integrated one-way valve was
present, which makes inhalation in the speaking position possible. Although the
TSV functioned well, its round valve moving in a round housing was susceptible to
slant. Furthermore, the breathing resistance was rather high compared with
existing TSVs. The construction of the TSV was complicated causing difficulties in
reproducibility and making the TSV expensive to produce.

Consequently, this inhalation concept had to be optimised by designing an
improved Inhalation TSV. The most important requirements that this improved
Inhalation TSV had to meet were its valve construction, which should be simple
and reliable and should have a low breathing resistance. In this paper, design and
test of the improved Inhalation TSV are presented, but it concentrates on in vivo
measurements. The improved Inhalation TSV and two existing TSVs based on
exhalation are tested in 3 patients to investigate the effect of the improved TSV on
maximum speaking time and air volume left for speaking.

4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Design

The Inhalation TSV is depicted in Figure 2.

    

Figure 2: Inhalation TSV from top, with open valve (left, breathing position) and closed valve (right,
speaking position).
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It consists of a housing with an eccentric axis and a large valve, which revolves on
this axis (Fig.3). A small half-moon shaped silicon one-way (inhalation) valve is
integrated in the large valve. The TSV is made of polycarbonate, a very strong but
very light, size- and form-fixed material that resists weak acids very well and does
not absorb liquid. The TSV can be attached to the stoma by housing it in a fixation
ring, which is attached to the skin with adhesives, double-sided foam or tape disks,
and glue.5

The TSV is controlled by breath air and can be put in two positions, the breathing
position and the speaking position. Normally, the large valve is in breathing
position and kept open by a magnetic force between a metal plate on the housing
and a magnet on the large valve. The large valve can be put in speaking position
by closing it through inhaling strongly. During exhalation, air now is directed to the
mouth through the shunt valve between trachea and oesophagus. In this speaking
position, inhalation of air is possible through the small one-way valve. The one-way
valve enables the device to remain in speaking position during speaking. The TSV
can be put back in breathing position by a strong exhalation, which reopens the
large valve.

Coughing in both positions is possible. In breathing position, the TSV stays open,
as a consequence of the inhalation mechanism. In speaking position, the large
valve will open by the pressure produced by the lungs when coughing.

Closing of the TSV can be adjusted by changing the magnetic force that keeps the
TSV in breathing position. The contact area between metal plate and magnet can

Inhaling-During-
Speaking Position

Breathing Position Speaking Position

large valve

one-way
valve

housing

axis

magnetsmetal
plate

metal
plate

Figure 3: Cross-sectional drawings of the Inhalation tracheostoma valve in the breathing, speaking,
and inhaling-during-speaking position.
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be changed by a slider thus controlling the magnetic force. Another slider can
adjust the opening of the TSV in the same way.

4.2.2 In vitro setup

To determine the flow values necessary to close the large valve and the pressure
values to reopen the valve, an in-vitro setup was developed by Geertsema et al.8

Figure 4: Setup to measure flow from stoma and mouth, pressure from stoma and sound pressure
level about 30 cm from mouth.
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Flow and pressure are measured for respectively opening and closing the large
valve. The resistance of the TSV is determined by measuring the airflow resistance
coefficient (ARC).7,9

The flow range for closing the large valve and the opening pressure were
subdivided in 4 positions and 5 positions, respectively, with equal steps between
these positions. Three measurements per position were performed.

Additional measurements were performed to calculate the ARC of the TSV during
breathing.

The ARC with dimensions [Pa⋅ s2⋅ l-2] is calculated as follows:

p1 - p2 = ARC ⋅ F 2,

where p1 - p2 is the pressure difference (over the TSV), and F 2 is the squared flow
value. Measurements were executed by breathing, while the pressure difference
over the TSV and the flow were registered simultaneously. To determine the ARC
of the TSV, the pressure was plotted against the squared flow. A straight line was
calculated with the linear regression approach, and the slope of the straight line
represents the ARC. The value of the ARC for the breathing position will differ from
that for the speaking position, as inhalation air in speaking position can only flow
through the small one-way valve, which will increase ARC. Accordingly, the ARC is
calculated separately for the breathing position and for the speaking position. The
ARC of the TSV was established for a flow range of -1.2 to 1.2 L/s and - 0.6 to 0
L/s for respectively breathing position and speaking position. A negative flow
indicates inhalation and a positive flow expiration.

4.2.3 In vivo setup

In a pilot study, three patient tests a have been performed to compare the
performance of the improved Inhalation TSV with commercial available TSVs. The
following three different TSVs are tested;

- ADEVA Window® TSV (ADEVA Medical, Lübeck, Germany)

The Window is tested in three positions with position 1 the easiest position,
position 2 the middle position and position 3 the heaviest position to close the
valve.

                                                     
a The patient tests were carried out at the department of BioMedical Engineering (University of Groningen). Patients informed consent
were obtained for the experiments
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- Blom-Singer ATSV (Inhealth, USA)

The ATSV is tested in two positions with position 1 the easiest position and
position 2 the heaviest position to close the valve

- Inhalation TSV

The Inhalation TSV is also tested in two positions, position 1 is an easier
position than position 2.

All three patients possessed the ATSV, with which they could speak well. The in
vivo setup used is illustrated in Figure 4. Flow from the mouth, FM, is registered by
a flowhead connected to a mask, which is held against the face of the patient. A
thin catheter leading to a pressure transducer measures the pressure in the
trachea, PT. The flow from the stoma, FS, is measured by a flowhead connected to
an adapter that is held over the tracheostoma.

Patients were asked to successively breath with the TSV, close the TSV and
phonate as long as possible. This results in an example graphic as shown in Figure
5.

Figure 5: Measured flow from the mouth, FM, flow from the stoma, FS, and pressure in the trachea, PT,
during breathing and speaking plotted in one graphic. Breathing starts at point a. At point b a quick
exhalation starts, which closes the TSV at point d. At point c, PT increases quickly, as the TSV is

closing. Sustained /Y/ phonation starts at point e, as FM  becomes higher than zero. FM becomes zero

again at point f indicating that speaking has ended. At point g, the TSV opens again and breathing
starts.
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Three parameters have been defined to analyse the performance of the three
TSVs.

1) Speaking time,

tspeaking = te - tf, (1)

to determine the speaking time after closing the TSV. tspeaking is defined as the
time that PT is above 1 kPa and FM is higher than zero.

2) Total air volume, Vtotal, which is defined as

Vtotal = Vclosing + Vspeaking + Vleakage, (2)

with

- Vclosing = necessary volume from the stoma to close the TSV calculated as

∫ ⋅=
 d

 b
Sclosing dtF  V . (3)

This determines the air that is already spent before speaking starts. In
contrast to the commercial available TSVs, Vclosing is negative for the
Inhalation TSV and therefore not included in Vtotal.

- Vspeaking = volume from the mouth during speaking calculated as

∫ ⋅=
 f

 e
Mspeaking  dtF  V (4)

- Vleakage = volume leaking out of the TSV during speaking calculated as

∫ ⋅=
       g

  d

leakage dtFsV (5)

(These air leakages were due to unexpected leakages out of the TSVs and
not due to the TSV fixations, which were airtight.)

3) The percentage of volume that is spent to close the TSV; the Vclosing / Vtotal ratio.

4.2.4 Statistics
Student’s t-test was used for statistical analysis (P<0.05).
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 In vitro results

The airflow necessary to close the Inhalation TSV is shown in Figure 6. The airflow
ranges from 3.8 to 1.2 L/s and decreases linearly from position 1 to 4.
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Figure 6: Flow required for closing the valve, obtained for different valve positions (mean values based
on three measurements per position).
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 Figure 7: Pressure required for opening the valve, obtained for different valve positions (mean values
based on three measurements per position).
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Figure 7 shows the opening pressure of the TSV, which ranges from 7.1 to 1.2
kPa. These pressure values also decrease linearly from position 1 to 5.
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Figure 8: Pressure values plotted against squared flow values during in- en exhalation in the breathing
position. The straight line is obtained by linear regression. The slope of this line represents the airflow

resistance coefficient.
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Figure 9: Absolute pressure values plotted against squared flow values during inhalation in the speaking
position. The straight line is obtained by linear regression. The slope of this line represents the airflow

resistance coefficient.
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The ARC values of the TSV in breathing position and speaking position are
displayed, respectively, in Figure 8 and Figure 9. The value of ARC during
breathing is ARCbreathing = 0.6 ⋅102 [Pa⋅ s2⋅ l-2]. The value of ARC of inhalation in

speaking position is ARCspeaking = 22.7 ⋅102 [Pa⋅ s2⋅ l-2].

4.3.2 In vivo results

Two of the three patients were able to speak with the improved Inhalation TSV very
quickly. Their first opinion about the inhalation valve was positive, but they
expected that it would take more time (a few days) to become completely used to
the new mechanism. One patient was hardly able to speak with the Inhalation TSV,
as he could not control his breathing with this device very well. These results of the
Inhalation TSV were excluded from the study. All patients could breathe easily with
the Inhalation TSV. The patients were able to close the Inhalation TSV on
command. The Inhalation TSV reopened also on command, when the correct
adjustment is found. Position to reopen is adjusted at 4.4 kPa, which is above the
tracheal pressure during speaking. The biggest advantage according to the
patients is the possibility of inhaling when the TSV is in speaking position. Another
mentioned advantage is the possibility to cough without TSV closure. A
disadvantage is the size of the one-way valve. Although the patients were able to
inhale sufficient air with the TSV in speaking position, one patient rated inhaling to
be difficult.

Table 1 shows the values of the three parameters, tspeaking, Vtotal and Vclosing / Vtotal

ratio, which determine the performance of the TSVs in vivo. Also, the parameters
determining Vtotal; namely Vclosing, Vspeaking and Vleakage are presented.

A statistically significant difference in tspeaking was only found between Window
(position 1) and ATSV (position 2). The absolute value of Vclosing is 0.2 L for both the
ATSV and the Inhalation TSV in both positions. The value of Vclosing  of the Window
increases from 0.2 in position 1 to 0.4 L in position 3 with equal steps of 0.1 L, but
the differences in Vclosing values are not statistically significant.

The value of Vspeaking varies from 1.2 L for the Window to 1.6 L for the ATSV. The
differences in Vspeaking are only statistically significant between the ATSV (position 2)
and the Window (position 1, 2 and 3).

The value of Vleakage is the highest in the Inhalation TSV (0.5 L) and the lowest in the
ATSV (0.1 L). The differences in Vleakage between ATSV and the Inhalation TSV are
statistically significant for all positions, between the Window and the Inhalation TSV
the differences are not statistically significant.
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The value of totalV  varies between 1.6 L (ATSV, position 1) and 2.0 L (Inhalation

TSV, position 2). The only difference in Vtotal that is statistically significant, is the
difference between the ATSV (position 1) and ATSV (position 2) .

The proportion of the total volume that is spent to close the TSV, the Vclosing / Vtotal

ratio, varies from 11 % (ATSV in position 2 and Window in position 1) to 22 %
(Window in position 3). The Vclosing / Vtotal ratio is, for obvious reasons, zero for the
Inhalation TSV.

Table 1: Means and standard deviation of three parameters for evaluation of the in vivo performance of
the TSVs.

TSV
in

Position

tspeaking

(s)

Vclosing

(L)

Vspeaking

(L)

Vleakage

(L)

Vtotal

(L)

Vclosing /
Vtotal

(-)

n

ADEVA Window®
Position 1 6.1 ± 1.7 0.2 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.4 1.8 ± 0.5 0.11 11

Position 2 6.9 ± 3.7 0.3 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.4 0.3 ± 0.3 1.8 ± 0.3 0.17 10

Position 3 6.6 ± 3.8 0.4 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.5 0.2 ± 0.3 1.8 ± 0.3 0.22 13
Blom-Singer ATSV

Position 1 7.6 ± 2.0 0.2 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.3 0.1 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.3 0.13 15

Position 2 9.5 ± 4.5 0.2 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.3 0.1 ± 0.2 1.9 ± 0.4 0.11 11
Inhalation TSV

Position 1 7.0 ± 4.2 - 0.2 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.3 0.5 ± 0.2 1.8 ± 0.5 0.00 6

Position 2 7.7 ± 3.5 - 0.2 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.5 0.5 ± 0.4 2.0 ± 0.8 0.00 10

4.4 Discussion

A tracheostoma is a severe consequence for patients who underwent a
laryngectomy. The visible tracheostoma is embarrassing, especially when the
patient wants to speak, because he has to point at his handicap. A TSV can be
great improvement, as it makes finger-free speech possible.

In comparison with commercial available TSVs, three improvements of the
Inhalation TSV can be distinguished. The first is the possibility of inhalation in the
speaking position, which is said by the patients to be the biggest improvement
compared to commercially available TSVs. The second improvement, which was
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mentioned by patients, is that coughing is always possible. In commercially
available devices (except for the ADEVA Window ®) coughing closes the valve,
which sometimes leads to the very undesirable situation of shooting the device out
of the stoma. The third improvement is the property of the Inhalation TSV that no
exhalation air is spent to close the valve. The in vivo measurements show that the
value of the total exhalation volume, Vtotal, is nearly the same in the three different
TSVs. Commercially available TSVs spent till 22% of Vtotal to close the valve (Table
1). Consequently, the main conclusion of the in vivo measurements is that the
Inhalation TSV saves up to 22% of Vtotal for speaking.

This Inhalation TSV is also an improvement in comparison with the former
Inhalation TSV.8 The new TSV is more reliable, because of its simple construction
of a valve revolving on an axis, which makes the TSV also cheaper to produce. Its
low weights and small sizes make comfortable wearing for the patient possible.

The flow to close the inhalation TSV and the opening pressure are optimally
adjustable for the individual patient (Fig. 6 and 7). For the opening pressure, it is
important to adjust it just above the speech pressure to make opening after
speaking not to difficult. Although adjusting this pressure requires some time, the
patients were able to find their individual opening pressure.

The ARC of the improved Inhalation TSV in breathing position is lower than former
TSVs 4,7,8 making low resistance breathing possible. The ARC in speaking position,
when inhaling through the small one-way valve, is much higher. However, it is still
5 times lower than the resistance of the VoiceMaster prosthesis 9, which is
currently the shunt valve with the lowest resistance. Nevertheless, according to the
patients’ experience this ARC value should be made lower. This can be done by
resizing the one-way valve.

It is remarkable that, except between Window (position 1) and ATSV (position 2),
there is no statistically significant difference in speaking time, tspeaking, between the
different TSVs for different positions. One might have expected a longer tspeaking in
position 1 than in position 2 (and position 3). On the other hand, there is also no
statistically significant difference in volume necessary to close a TSV (Vclosing) for
different positions, which is in accordance with this phenomenon. The high
standard deviations of Vclosing (standard deviation up to 50 % of the mean) are the
result of the fact that the value of Vclosing depends on the value of the produced
airflow before closure. For example, when the airflow to close the TSV is build up
slowly, Vclosing can be become very high.
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The value of Vtotal representing the total exhalation volume available after inhalation
should be the same for the different TSVs, but there is a statistically significant
difference in Vtotal for the ATSV in position 1 and 2. Apparently, the patient inhales
deeper in position 2 before speaking, possibly as a result of the expected higher
effort to close the ATSV in this position. The standard deviation of Vtotal is rather
high for the Inhalation TSV. The reason could be the fact that patients are not used
to the new mechanism causing differences in measurements. According to the
Vspeaking values, the ATSV (position 2) has more volume for speech than the Window
(position 1, 2 and 3). This could be caused by the air that the Window looses
during speaking, Vleakage, which is higher than the ATSV. The value of Vleakage is the
highest for the Inhalation TSV. Consequently, it is important for further
development of the Inhalation TSV to minimise this leakage. The very high
standard deviations of Vleakage are caused by large difference in Vleakage per patient.

A special characteristic of the ATSV is that the valve already opens before all
exhalation air is spent. The reason is that the ATSV needs a certain pressure to
stay closed and therefore opens before all air is spent, which is in contrast to the
ADEVA Window that only opens when inhaling.

The effect of TSV experience should not be underestimated. The tested patients
were used to the ATSV. They used the Window and the Inhalation TSV for the first
time. So, longer exercising time might improve the results, especially for the
Inhalation TSV, because of its new principle.

Fixation of TSVs is still a major problem for a lot of patients. Gluing a flange to the
skin around the tracheostoma or using a Barton Mayo button that fits in the
tracheostoma are the most often used methods for fixation of TSVs. However,
these methods often fail due to air leakage. Research has been started to develop
a new fixation method.10 This fixation is an implantable permucosal device, the so-
called tissue-connector, which can used to fix a tracheostoma valve to the trachea.

The next step should be testing the Inhalation TSV in larger series of patients for a
longer period of time. An important addition to this Inhalation TSV is a Heat and
Moisture Exchanger, which moistures and heats the inhalation air thus reducing
respiratory symptoms.11,12

ADEVA Medical (Lübeck, Germany) that patented this improved Inhalation TSV will
perform further development of the Inhalation TSV to be able to bring the device on
the market.
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